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There are a lot of things that you can watch and experience during Singapore holiday package.
However, the greatness about the country is its culture. There are just a few more countries in the
world where you will find such a lot of diversity in the culture of a land. And yet, this tiny country
which is also one of the most developed countries in the world, functions as one strong machinery.
A fact that quantifies this diversity is that 42% of Singapore population comprises of foreigners.
When you plan a package tour to Singapore, make it a point to look under the haze of
commercialization and urbanization and what you will find is a melting pot for cultures from Malay,
India, England and China, which gives a unique flavor to the country.

A part region in the jurisdiction of British Malay for several centuries, Singapore became a colony of
the British in 1819. It was during this phase that a number of developments took place in the
country. Trade and commerce flourished and the foundation stone of the present day ultra-modern
country was laid. Singapore was granted independence after the World War II and ever since the
country has been in the fast forward mode of development. However, a lot of historical heritage
buildings still exist in the country commemorating the colonial era. You can visit some of these
heritage sites as part of your package tour to Singapore. Recommended heritage sites are Fullerton
Building, Singapore National Museum, Victoria Theatre and Concert Hall and the Changi prison.
Several Singapore hotels have also been built in colonial style.

Singapore holiday package takes you through the different regions associated with different
ethnicities. The China Town is a mirror image of the real China and you can experience a very
similar ambiance here. If you visit the Arab Street, you can feel the vibes of Muslim culture which is
a legacy left behind by the Sultan of Malay. You can see a reflection of India in Little India on
Seragoon Road. The British culture is evident in so many architectural structures that are sprinkled
across the length and breadth of Singapore. The country also has a good amount of Buddhist
populace, which adds another flavor to the culture of the city. When you book your stay in
Singapore hotels, you can experience a mix of all the cultures in the form of unmatched hospitality.

Another aspect that adds a new delicious aspect to your package tour to Singapore is the food here.
The cultural diversity of the land has given birth to Fusion dishes. These numerous dishes have
made Singapore cuisine very unique. Some of the most popular Singapore local delicacies that you
should sample when you travel to the country on a Singapore holiday package are Rojak, Nasi,
Hokkien mee, Laksa, Satay, Bak kut the and Nasi lemak. Sea food is especially loved here.
Besides, due to the large percentage of foreigner population, you can always find a lot of variety in
the food. Most of Singapore hotels serve multi-cuisine foods.

So, plan a visit to this multi-cultural country and lose yourself in its beaches, wildlife sanctuaries and
various pleasures of modern life.
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Ajay Kumar - About Author:
A a Singapore tour package gives you an insight into the multi-cultural life in Singapore. a
Singapore packages can take you closer to the culture, the cuisine and the heart of the country.
Plan a trip to the country, book into a Singapore hotels and revel in the beauty of Singapore.
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